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Abstract: This work aims to study the corrosion performance of six concretes in the marine envi-
ronment: three ordinary concretes (C30, C40 and C50); one high-performance concrete (C90); two
ultra high-performance concretes, one without fibres (C150-NF) and another one with steel fibres
(C150-F). To this end, porosity and chloride ingress resistance were analysed at different ages. Resis-
tivity was also evaluated and the corrosion rate in the embedded rebars was monitored. The results
showed that C30, C40 and C50 had porosity accessible to water percentages and capillary absorption
values between six- and eight-fold higher than C90 and C150-NF and C150-F, respectively. Similar
differences were obtained when oxygen permeability was analysed. Chloride ingress resistance in
the ordinary concretes was estimated to be one-fold lower than in C90 and two-fold lower than in
C150-NF and C150-F. Presence of fibres in C150-F increased the diffusion coefficient between 5%
and 50% compared to C150-NF. Fibres also affected resistivity: C150-NF had values above 5500 Ωm,
but the C150-F and C90 values were between 700 and 1000 Ωm and were one-fold higher than the
ordinary concretes. After 3 years, the corrosion damage in the embedded rebars exposed to a marine
environment was negligible in C90, C150-NF and C150-F (9.5, 6.2 and 3.5 mg mass loss), but with
higher values (between 170.4 and 328.9 mg) for C3, C40 and C50. The results allow a framework to
be established to make comparisons in future studies.

Keywords: reinforced concrete structures; corrosion; marine environment; chloride diffusion; resistivity;
porosity

1. Introduction

Today, second only to water, concrete is the most consumed material in the world [1],
and is also the most used construction material worldwide [2,3]. At present, around
7.5 × 109 cubic meters of concrete are made each year [4]. Such mass consumption is due
to its main advantages: its strength and mechanical properties, its versatility and adaptabil-
ity [5], its abundant availability [6] and the low cost of raw materials [7]. Another property
that distinguishes reinforced concrete from other building materials is its durability. This
term refers to materials’ ability to withstand aggressive environmental actions, and to
maintain performance well above a minimum acceptable level during its service life with
no undue serviceability loss or the need for major repairs [8,9]. Among the different causes
of reinforced concrete structures’ (RCS) premature damage, corrosion of reinforcement is
the predominant and most crucial deteriorating mechanism [10], especially when RCS are
located in marine environments [11–14]. This process gradually affects RCSs’ service life
and their performance [15].

The relation between time and RCS deterioration due to corrosion phenomena is
well known. As defined by Tuutti in 1982 [16], two scenarios are considered. On the
one hand, the initiation stage, when aggressive agent (CO2 and chlorides) ingress occurs
within concrete up to rebars, which results in the progressive disruption of the passive
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layer on the steel surface and triggers corrosion onset. This results in the second scenario,
the propagation stage, when the average corrosion rate rises, but not linearly because
it is affected by environmental factors like temperature or humidity. The appearance of
cracks also influences this evolution and accelerates degradation up to a maximum level
of tolerated damage. Consequently, RCS performance progressively worsens and reaches
unacceptable minimums [15] (Figure 1).
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To fight this, and to minimise corrosion damage in RCS, especially those located in
marine environments, some authors have proposed using corrosion-resistant reinforce-
ments like stainless steel [17–20] or fibre-reinforced polymer bars [21], such as those made
of carbon fibre [22,23] or glass fibre [24,25]. Nonetheless, carbon steel is irreplaceable due
to the practical advantages of low cost, easy field processing, versatility and mechanical
performance [13,26]. This situation means having to focus on improving concrete quality
to guarantee better steel protection. For RCS in marine environments, this refers to refining
the porous structure, reducing their permeability to water and gas, and also increasing
resistance to chloride diffusion, which are decisive actions [26] (Figure 1).

In such a context, and as an alternative to ordinary concrete (OC), high-performance
concrete (HPC) started being developed in the 1970s. As reported by ACI 363-R, HPC
might range from 83 to 103 MPa compressive strength, despite 55 to 62 MPa are already
being produced commercially as HPC [27]. HPC mixtures are generally characterised
by including supplementary materials, such as silica fume, and using low water/binder
(w/b) ratios (0.25–0.4) [27]. A maximum aggregate size of 13 mm is recommended, and
large quantities of superplasticiser are also used to achieve accurate workability [28]. In
this way, very compact mixes are obtained that not only improve the material’s mechani-
cal performance, but also enhance the durability of this concrete type [29]. Many works
have focused on analysing the mechanical properties of HPC, such as those that focus
on compressive strength and fracture energy [30], strength and modulus of elasticity [31],
abrasion resistance [32], split tensile strength [33] or pulse velocity and Poisson’s ratio [34].
In contrast, works that have analysed aspects related to the durability and corrosion per-
formance of these materials are scarcer. Some authors have studied this by centring on
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analysing the porosity of HPC given its close relation to permeability, and resistance to
the diffusion of corrosion precursor agents like chlorides. For instance, Bharatkumar
et al. [35] obtained porosity accessible to water (PAW) percentages between 7.33% and
8.95% in their mixes, while Poon et al. [36] reported similar results (between 7.05% and
8.35%). Both these works indicated lower results than the reference values (12–14%) consid-
ered for OCs [37]. Conversely, studying other parameters also related to HPC durability,
such as the oxygen permeability test, provided much more disperse results. Khan and
Lynsdale [38] obtained an oxygen permeability coefficient (Kox) at 28 days of between
1 and 3 × 10−17 m2. However, Shi et al. [39,40] and Zhang et al. [41] indicated higher
and more disperse values of between 1 and 16 × 10−17 m2 and 15 and 35 × 10−17 m2.
The large differences in the results obtained by several authors are repeated in studies
that have analysed other durability-related properties, for instance, the chloride diffu-
sion coefficient. Ozawa et al. [42] found values close to 2.5 × 10−12 m2/s by means of
EPMA (electron probe microanalysis). Conversely, Song and Kwon [43] reported val-
ues between 0.5 and 2.2 × 10−12 m2/s in line with Standard ASTM C1202-12 [44]. Other
authors have followed Standard NT-Build 492 [45], and also obtained widely dispersed
results: between 2.8 and 4.6 × 10−12 m2/s [46], 2.12 and 3.23 × 10−12 m2/s [47] or 8 and
8.5 × 10−12 m2/s [48]. These data prove how difficult it is to compare different works and
to reveal the improvements of HPC compared to OCs. The reason for all this is the broad
casuistry in each study, such as the variety of mixtures or different testing methods. Further-
more, other studies that have centred on HPC durability have compared the influence of
curing conditions [49] or high-temperature treatments at early ages [50–53]. Some authors’
works have studied the impact of introducing recycled aggregates into mixes [54,55], or
additions, such as rice husk [56–58], industrial waste [59] or ceramic waste [60]. In all these
cases, comparisons have been made using an HPC base and the variants that each author
proposes, which also prevents making comparisons to other works or to OCs.

In order to face new durability requirements, ultra high-performance concrete (UHPC)
appeared later in the 1990s [61]. As defined by some authors, this new material can be
described as the combination of HPC and self-compacting concrete (SCC) [62]. The French
recommendation [63] defined this material with a characteristic compressive strength
higher than 150 MPa, but also affirmed that UHPC can be considered as such when
exceeding 120–130 MPa [64]. The mixtures applied when manufacturing this material are
characterised by w/b ratios below 0.3. Coarse aggregates are eliminated, and the maximum
sand size is limited to 15–60 mm to obtain much more homogeneous mixes. As some
authors also point out [65], not only must these limitations be taken into account, but
so should a careful selection of materials with suitable physicochemical properties. For
this purpose, adding silica fume [66–68], blast furnace slag [69,70], fly ash [71–73], quartz
powder [74], granite powder [68] or glass powder [75,76] is usual. With these new mixes, it
is possible to generate extremely dense matrices with very low porosity and permeability, as
some authors have demonstrated [61]. For example, Liu et al. [61] defined total porosity to
be 8.2% for UHPC using MIP testing at 28 days, which was slightly higher than the results
presented by Valcuende et al. [77] or Tuan et al. [78] with 7.3% and 7.5%. Nonetheless
with tests performed at 90 days, Abdulkareem et al. [79] obtained values of between
2.51% and 4.81%, which are practically half those reported in other works (6.95%) [78].
Other authors have reported values between 1% and 2% [71,80,81] when UHPC was heat-
treated [81,82]. The results found in the literature about the oxygen permeability of UHPC
are less disperse than they are for HPC. Wang et al. [83] reported a Kox coefficient of
0.8 × 10−19 m2. Tafraoui et al. [84] and Ghafari et al. [85] presented similar results with
1.5 × 10−19 and 2.5 × 10−19 m2. In any case, the obtained results reveal lower porosity than
HPC, which is also reflected in good chloride diffusion resistance. For instance, authors
like Matos et al. [86] estimated a chloride diffusion coefficient of 1.99 × 10−12 m2/s on
average by migration tests run on the UHPCs that they prepared [45]. This value coincides
with the results that other authors have presented [87–89], whose ranges were between
1.77 and 2.12 × 10−12 m2/s, 1.11 and 1.50 × 10−12 m2/s and 1.50 and 2.00 × 10−12 m2/s.
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In other cases however, lower values have been reported and range from 0.83 m2/s [90]
to 2.00 × 10−14 m2/s [71], which once again demonstrates the very disperse results in the
literature. Nevertheless, some authors coincide in pointing out that UHPCs are more brittle
than HPC [91–93], which results in poor crack propagation resistance.

Including steel fibres in UHPC significantly improves the ductility of these concretes [94–97]
and maintains good resistance to compression (above 120 and up to 150 MPa) [98–102]. This
new type of mix is defined as ultra high-performance fibre-reinforced concrete (UHPFRC). The
optimum percentage of fibres pointed out by several authors to prepare this new generation
of cementitious materials goes from 0.5% to 2% in volume [103,104], but some authors also
suggest that this percentage can reach 5% [105]. Despite this increase slightly improving
some properties like flexural strength [105], it comes with a much higher economic cost than
when limiting contents to 2% [106]. Although these new concretes were developed no more
than 20 years ago, several authors have demonstrated the improvements they offer according
to different durability-related properties. For example, Abushanab et al. [107] and Pyo and
Kim [70] indicated PAW percentages of between 0.86% and 3.41% and 2% and 4%. Some
authors who have analysed Kox coefficient present average values of 1.4 × 10−18 [108] and
7.7 × 10−18 m2 [109], and even lower ones with 1.0 × 10−19 in some cases [77,110]. These
values are lower than in HPC and similar to UHPC, which denotes certain data dispersion.
Once again, the differences in the analysed mixtures, curing conditions or the standard test
methodology make it difficult to compare several works. This comes over quite clearly when,
for example, comparing the results in the literature about chloride diffusion in UHPFRC,
which are analysed mainly using accelerated testing like NT-Build 492 [45]. Some values
vary between 4.74 and 6.63 × 10−12 m2/s [77] or 1.1 and 1.4 × 10−13 m2/s [102]. Despite
these differences, the results in all cases are at the thresholds for which very low or practically
negligible chloride diffusion can be considered (threshold of 1 × 10−12 m2/s [109]).

These data reveal how structures produced with UHPC or UHPFRC can offer better
corrosion performance, especially in marine environments. However, the ample casuistry
that appears in the literature regarding tests or applied mixes, and the fact that no works
have cross-sectionally performed a comparative study that goes from Ocs (fc ≈ 30 Mpa)
to concretes with resistance close to 150 Mpa, makes simple comparisons difficult. To this
end, the present work aims to study the corrosion performance of six concretes in the
marine environment: three ordinary concretes (C30, C40 and C50); one high-performance
concrete (C90); two ultra high-performance concretes, one without fibres (C150-NF) and
another one with steel fibres (C150-F). The properties of each mix were analysed from three
points of view. On the one hand, concrete porosity (porosity accessible to water, capillary
suction coefficient and gas permeability) at different ages. On the other hand, the chloride
diffusion resistance was estimated for each concrete. For this purpose, the non-steady
chloride diffusion coefficient was determined using a migration test and a unidirectional
diffusion test. Concrete resistivity was also studied. From the third point of view, the
corrosion of the reinforced test specimens prepared with these concretes and exposed to
marine conditions was monitored for more than 3 years. Visual inspection was performed
at the end of this study.

2. Experimental Plan
2.1. Materials

Six different concretes were produced: three Ocs (a low-strength concrete (C30), a
medium-strength concrete (C40) and a high-strength concrete (C50)); one HPC concrete
(C90); one UHPC (C150-NF); and one UHPFRC (C150-F). To manufacture all the concretes,
cement CEM I 42.5 R/SR was used, except for concrete C30, for which CEM II 32.5 B-L
was employed (both from LAFARGE). In Ocs, sand (0/4) and limestone gravel (4/12) were
utilised. In concretes C50 and C90, sand (0/4) and limestone gravel (4/7) were used. For
UHPC and UHPFRC, coarse aggregates were replaced with a studied mix of fine silica
sands: fine sand 0/0.5 and medium sand 0.6/1.2. The C90 mixture included silica fume
from Elkem, while the C150-NF and C150-F contained silica fume (Elkem) and silica flour
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(Sibelco Quarzfin US-500). Into C150-F, steel fibres (Ø 0.2 mm and 13 mm length) were also
incorporated with 2% content in relation to the total concrete volume. To manufacture all
the concretes, superplasticiser Sika® ViscoCrete®-20HE was employed. Table 1 shows the
characteristics of each mix. Table 1 includes the water/binder (w/b) ratios. This parameter
relates the weight of water and the weight of cement and supplementary particles (silica
fume) in each mixture. Table 1 also includes the average compressive strength (fc) of each
concrete type at different ages (3, 7 and 28 days; 2, 6 and 12 months) by experiments run on
nine cylindrical specimens (Ø100 mm; height 200 mm). Three batches from each mix were
made and three samples per batch were analysed. All the manufactured samples of each
concrete type were moist-cured for 28 days at 20 ± 2 ◦C and relative humidity (RH) higher
than 95%. At the end of the curing period, all the samples were stored under laboratory
conditions (23 ± 2 ◦C and 65 ± 10% RH) until the corresponding test age.

Table 1. Mixture proportions of concrete (kg/m3 concrete).

C30 C40 C50 C90 C150-NF C150-F

CEM II 32.5, B-L 307 - - - - -
CEM I 42.5, R-SR - 292 450 500 800 800

Water 184 190 225 178 160 160
Superplasticiser 1.85 2.80 1.37 3.50 30 30

Silica fume - - - 55 175 175
Silica flour - - - - 225 225

Limestone sand (0/0.5) - - - - 302 302
Limestone sand (0.6/1.2) - - - - 565 565

Limestone sand (0/4) 1438 1256 880 914 - -
Limestone gravel (4/7) - - 880 779 - -

Limestone gravel (4/12) 491 707 - - - -
Steel fibres (Ø 2 × 13 mm) - - - - - 175

w/b 1 ratio 0.60 0.65 0.50 0.32 0.16 0.16

fc (3 days) 19.51 23.49 26.77 63.92 98.29 81.02
fc (7 days) 25.40 32.20 35.31 70.15 118.64 112.45
fc (28 days) 30.67 39.47 51.75 88.86 129.76 135.43

fc (2 months) 31.88 41.23 48.14 94.45 161.05 145.72
fc (1 year) 30.11 38.78 47.93 85.67 151.96 148.23

1 Water/binder ratio. Fc: compressive strength (Mpa).

2.2. Test Methods

Corrosion is the main cause of deterioration in reinforced concrete structures located
in marine environments. This phenomenon is indirectly related to concrete’s resistance
to aggressive agents ingress, as chlorides, which is, in turn, related to the material’s
porosity [111]. Furthermore, the kinetic of corrosion processes is related to the oxygen
availability in the reinforcement and the material’s resistivity. Both water and oxygen are the
main oxidant agents involved in the reduction–oxidation reaction of rebar corrosion [112].
Accordingly, and in order to analyse the performance of each presented concrete, a series
of tests was carried out. The concrete porosity of each mix was analysed by determining
the porosity accessible to water and the capillary absorption coefficient. The oxygen
permeability of each mix was also determined because it is a closely related parameter to
the size of pores, their connectivity, and the tortuosity of the path. The chloride ingress
resistance of each concrete was analysed using a chloride migration test and a chloride
diffusion test. An electrical resistance test was also performed. Finally, a monitoring process
was followed of the corrosion in the rebars embedded in the samples produced with each
concrete described in Section 2.1, which were exposed to a marine environment (partially
immersed in seawater) for 1095 days. At the end of the exposure period, a visual rebar
inspection and an SEM analysis were performed.
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2.2.1. Porosity Accessible to Water

Porosity accessible to water (PAW) was determined as specified in Standard UNE
83980:2014 [113]. This test was performed at the ages of 28 days and 2, 6 and 12 months
on 100 × 100 × 50 mm3 prismatic specimens. Before testing, specimens were oven-dried
at 105 ◦C to constant weight (Mdry). Then they were vacuum-dried in a chamber at a
pressure lower than 2.0 kPa. For 2 h, they were left under these conditions. Afterwards, the
chamber was filled with water to a height of 20–30 mm on specimens. After 24 h, specimens
were removed from the chamber and the hydrostatic (Mhyd) and postvacuum saturated
mass (Msat) were found. PAW was determined from the formula depicted in the standard
(Equation (1)). Three batches from each mix were made and three samples per batch were
analysed. The result of each mix was taken to be the arithmetic mean of the nine recorded
values.

Porosity accessible to water(%) = 100 ×

(
Msat −Mdry

)
(

Msat −Mhyd

) (1)

2.2.2. Capillary Absorption Coefficient

The capillary absorption coefficient (K) was determined as indicated in Standard
UNE-EN 83982:2008 [114]. This test was also performed at the ages of 28 days and 2, 6 and
12 months on 100 × 100 × 50 mm3 prismatic specimens. The test specimens were condi-
tioned as depicted in UNE-EN 83966:2008 [115]. Once specimens had been conditioned,
the K coefficient was determined by following up variation in the mass of the samples
in contact with a water lamina of 5 ± 1 mm. This process was applied until the samples’
mass became stable (when the difference in weights between two separate weighing ses-
sions within a minimum 24 h period was below 0.1%). The K value was obtained with
the equations described in the standard [114]. Three batches from each mix were made
and three samples per batch were analysed. The result of each mix was taken to be the
arithmetic mean of the nine recorded values.

2.2.3. Oxygen Permeability Coefficient

The oxygen permeability coefficient (Kox) was determined using Standard UNE
83981:2008 [116] at the ages of 28 days and 2, 6 and 12 months on cylindrical samples
(Ø 150 mm and 50 mm height). The side surfaces of all the test specimens were epoxy-
coated prior to testing to prevent oxygen release. Later specimens were oven-dried at 50 ◦C
for 4 days and stored for 24 h in a desiccator for cooling, as depicted in the standard [116].
Once the conditioning process ended, tests were performed in a permeability cell filled
with synthetic air as depicted in Figure 2. Oxygen permeability was analysed at five air
pressure settings (1.2, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.5 bar) in a Controls permeameter (model 58-E0031).
Air flow was taken by measuring the time it took a soap bubble to travel through a glass
tube of a known volume (in this case: 10 cm3, 25 cm3 and 100 cm3). Kox,p was obtained
according to Equation (2) depending on the test pressure:

Kox,p =
1.14 × 10−4 × Q × pa

(p2 − p2
a)

(2)

where atmospheric pressure (pa) and test pressure (p) are expressed as N/m2 and the gas
flow that passes the sample (Q) is expressed as m2/s. As testing was conducted at different
pressures, the Kox value for each sample was obtained by taking the average of the distinct
values obtained for each tested pressure. Three batches from each mix were made and three
samples per batch were analysed. The result of each mix was taken to be the arithmetic
mean of the nine recorded values.
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2.2.4. Chloride Migration Coefficient

The chloride migration coefficient from the non-steady state migration experiment
(Dnssm) was determined in accordance with Standard UNE-EN 12390-18:2021 [117]. Cylin-
drical specimens were used (Ø 100 mm and 50 mm height) and tests were performed
at the ages of 28 days and 2, 6 and 12 months. The side surfaces of all the specimens
were epoxy-coated prior to testing as indicated in the standard [117]. Later, they were
vacuum-saturated with calcium hydroxide 24 h before testing. For tests, specimens were
placed in a cell as depicted in Figure 3. One side was exposed to a 2-molar chloride solution
and the other side to a 0.3-molar sodium hydroxide solution. Then a potential differential
was applied between both specimen sides to force chloride migration through concrete.
The value of the applied potential difference and test duration was determined according
to the previously performed calibration by applying a potential difference of 30 V as the
test standard points out [117]. After testing, each specimen was taken out from the measur-
ing cell and axially split. Inner surfaces were sprayed with silver nitrate solution (0.1 M
AgNO3), and chloride-polluted areas were indicated by a whitish colour. This enabled the
penetration depth to be measured. Then, the chloride migration coefficient was determined
according to the expression set out in the standard (Equation (3)):

Dnssm =
0.0239 × T × L
(U− 2) × t

×
(

xd − 0.0238 ×
√

T × L × xd

(U− 2)

)
(3)
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where the following are considered: temperature in Kelvin grades (T); test duration in hours
(t); sample thickness in mm (L); the value of the applied voltage in volts (U). Parameter
xd corresponds to the mean value of chloride penetration in mm in the sample, obtained
using the analysis performed with silver nitrate. Three batches from each mix were made
and three samples per batch were analysed. The result of each mix was taken to be the
arithmetic mean of the nine recorded values.
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2.2.5. Chloride Diffusion Coefficient

Chloride diffusion can also be determined using a non-accelerated test. In this case,
the chloride diffusion coefficient from the non-steady state or apparent diffusion coefficient
(Dapp) was determined as depicted in Standard UNE-EN 12390-11:2019 [118]. This test
was performed at the age of 28 days on cylindrical specimens (Ø 100 mm and 100 mm
height). Prior to testing, specimens were epoxy-coated (except for the exposed face). Once
the painting had dried, specimens were vacuum-dried in a chamber at a pressure between
1.0 and 5.0 kPa, where they remained for 3 h. Afterwards, the chamber was filled with
demineralised water. After 24 h, the test specimens were removed from the vacuum
chamber. Upon an uncoated surface, a water tank (300 mm high) filled with 0.5 M chloride
solution was placed. Specimens were left under these conditions for 90 days as indicated
in the standard [118]. After this time, a chloride analysis was performed on drilled-out
samples obtained at different depths according to UNE-EN 14629:2007 [119]. Figure 4
shows some pictures of this process. Three batches from each mix were made and two
samples per batch were analysed. The result of each mix was taken to be the arithmetic
mean of the six recorded values.
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2.2.6. Concrete Resistivity

Concrete resistivity is another parameter that plays a key role in embedded rebar corro-
sion [120] because this material property refers to resistance to electric charge displacement.
When rebar depassivation occurs, electrons are displaced through metal, where electrical
resistance is practically unnoticeable. This process also requires ions to move through the
concrete matrix. In this circuit, concrete’s resistance to ionic movement is that which con-
trols corrosion process kinetics [121,122]. Concrete resistivity was determined according to
Standard UNE-EN 83988-1:2008 [123] on prismatic specimens (40 × 40 × 160 mm3). Once
the curing process had finished, the two specimen ends were cut to remove the concrete
layer cover in the area where the electrodes were placed because this layer was richer in
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cement than the rest of the specimen owing to the wall effect that occurs during casting in
the areas in contact with formworks [124,125]. Later test specimens were vacuum-dried in
a chamber at a pressure lower than 0.15 kPa. They remained under these conditions for 3 h.
Afterwards, the chamber was filled with demineralised water. After 24 h, specimens were
removed, they were surface-dried with a damp cloth and conductivity I was determined
by applying a uniform electric field using two flat stainless-steel electrodes (40 × 40 mm2)
that came into contact with specimens’ bases. To ensure good electrical contact between
electrodes and specimens, some previously dampened sponges of the same area as the
electrodes were placed. To ensure that the applied pressure was homogeneous, a press with
two nylon plates and metal bars was used. Measurements were taken with a commercial
conductivity meter (model Crison GLP 32) (Figure 5). The value was recorded 1 min after
measurements commenced to ensure that the recorded signal was stable enough. Concrete
resistivity (ρe in Ωm) was obtained according to Equation (4):

ρe =
S
L
× Re (4)

where S and L correspond to the area and edge of samples (in meters), respectively; Re (in
Ω) corresponds to concrete’s electrical resistance, obtained with the measured inverse of
conductivity (in Siemens) (Re = 1/C). After the first measurement, all the samples were
immersed in water for more than 1 year. The measuring process was periodically repeated
to know the evolution of this parameter in each concrete type. Three batches from each mix
were made and three samples per batch were analysed. The result of each mix was taken to
be the arithmetic mean of the nine recorded values.
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2.2.7. Corrosion Rate

The corrosion rate analysis was performed on the rebars (B 500 SD, Ø 10 mm and
100 mm long) embedded in the cylindrical test specimens (Ø 50 mm and 100 mm height)
as depicted in Figure 6. As observed, rebars were partially protected with a PVC pipe filled
with epoxy painting. The surface area in contact with concrete was delimited to 50 mm
(1571 mm2). The end of the bar was used for electrical contact purposes while taking
measurements, and it was protected with Vaseline to prevent corrosion. After the curing
period (at the age of 28 days), the top of the specimens was epoxy-coated. They were later
partially immersed (up to 75%) in 0.5 M sodium chloride solution, which was prepared
according to ASTM D1141-98 (2021) [126]. The exposure condition lasted for more than
3 years. Three batches from each mix were made and four samples per batch were analysed.
The result of each mix was taken to be the arithmetic mean of the 12 recorded values.

During the exposure period, the corrosion rate was periodically measured in each
rebar using the potentiostatic step voltammetry (PSV) technique. This technique has been
described and validated in previous works [127–130]. It allows for rebar corrosion analysis
by studying the response of steel to potentiostatic-type disturbance. The PSV method
has been used in other studies [131,132], and is also employed for corrosion monitoring
systems in RCS [133]. In this case, measurements were taken with an Autolab PGSTAT
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100 Potentiostat. The Nova 1.11 software was used for signal processing. The measuring
cell arrangement was a 3-electrode one: the working electrode (WE) on which corrosion
was measured was each rebar; a stainless-steel piece, partially immersed in solution, was
used as a counter electrode (CE); a saturated calomel electrode (SCE, model Radiometer
Analytical XR110), partly immersed in solution, was employed as the reference electrode
(RE), as depicted in Figure 7. Having determined corrosion intensity, it was normalised by
the rebar surface being in contact with concrete to obtain iCORR. Later, the corrosion rate
was determined according to Equation (5):

VCORR = 0.0116 × iCORR (5)

where VCORR is expressed as mm/year and iCORR as µA/cm2.
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3. Results
3.1. Porosity Accessible to Water

The average PAW percentage was obtained per test age and for each concrete type, as
seen in Figure 8.
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The PAW in UH concretes (C150-NF and C150-F) ranged between 2% and 3%, below
the threshold to be considered as very high durability concretes (<6%) [37]. These results
were 75% lower than those obtained in the C90, and almost one order of magnitude lower
than the C50 (14–15%) and the C30 and C40 concretes, where the results ranged between
16% and 19%. The HPC and UHPC were less porous than the rest due to the applied doses:
a lower water/cementitious material ratio (<0.32), as well as a more homogenous mix given
the maximum size of the employed aggregates. Different authors have proven that, apart
from these details, including silica fume in mixes allows for lowering the percentage of pores
in hardened concrete, and results in porous structures with greater tortuosity [134–137].
This phenomenon means lesser pore interconnection, which significantly limits water
permeability, as the obtained results reveal.

Regarding the influence of fibres in UHPCs, no statistically significant differences were
observed between concretes C150-NF and C150-F. These results confirm the MIP findings
obtained in previous tests [77], according to which variation in fibre content between 0–2%
does not affect the porous structure of UHPC (total pore volume and pore size distribution
are similar).

3.2. Capillary Absorption Coefficient

The capillary absorption coefficient (K) obtained for each concrete type and for all the
testing ages appears in Figure 9.
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The obtained results indicate a similar tendency to that noted during the PAW test.
Concretes C30 and C40 were the materials from which higher coefficients were obtained,
which were between 40% and 50% higher than for C50. However, the difference between
C50 and the better performing concretes (C90, C150-NF and C150-F) was not significant
(between 10% and 30%). Moreover, the differences among them (C90, C150-NF and C150-
F) were virtually non-existent, and a K coefficient between 16 and 36 kg/m2 min0.5 was
obtained in all cases. This similarity among the obtained values came from the mathematical
formulation used to obtain the K coefficient described in the standard [114]. In the case
of very low permeability concretes (as C90, C150-F and C150-NF), the saturation time of
the specimens is very low, since, as has been proven in previous work using MIP tests, the
pore size is very small and the porous network is segmented [77]. Because of all this, the
equation given in the standard for obtaining the K coefficient provides misleading results
(Equation (6)):

K =
δw ×

(
Qn − Q0

A × h × δw

)
10 ×

√
tn
h2

(6)

where δw is water density (1 g/cm3), coefficient Qn and coefficient Q0 correspond to
samples’ weight upon saturation and the initial pretest weight (in g), respectively, and
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values A and h refer to the area and edge of the analysed sample (in cm). This coefficient is
inversely proportional to the saturation time expressed as mins (tn) and therefore tends to
infinity since tn is practically zero. Due to this, in this work, another parameter was chosen
to analyse the capillary porosity of this type of concrete: the increase in weight per unit
area (∆P/A). This parameter is similar to that proposed by other standards [138], and is
obtained from the difference in weight between the weight at saturation (Qn) and the initial
weight (Q0), divided by the area of the test specimen (A) (Equation (7)):

∆P/A =
(Q n − Q0)

A
(7)

The analysis of this coefficient allowed for establishing clear differences among the
distinct tested concrete types, above all for concretes C90, C150-NF and C150-F (Figure 10).
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The results obtained from studying the weight increase per surface unit (∆P/A)
indicated that values were five-fold lower in concretes C150-NF and C150-F versus C90. As
in the PAW test, the use of fibre did not influence the capillary absorption of the UHPCs.
The average result in the UHPCs ranged between 0.010 and 0.004 mg/cm2. Yet, other
authors [86], who analysed the same parameter following [139], reported an average value
of 1.4 mg/cm2. In this case, conditioning was performed by drying at 40 ◦C, and not
inside a chamber at 20 ◦C and 65% RH, which had an influence by leading to a significant
increase in capillary absorption. Furthermore, the results obtained for the samples made
with concrete C50 were six-fold higher than those obtained with C90. These data are more
closely related to those found in the PAW test and revealed the suitability of using this
parameter for more adequately analysing concrete’s capillary absorption capacity.

Another conclusion drawn from analysing this parameter was concretes’ different
evolution over time. In all cases, reduced capillary absorption was noted from the first
test at 28 days, and the rest at 2, 6 and 12 months. The differences in the results between
the tests at 28 days and 1 year in concretes C30, C40 and C50 were 8%, 14% and 28%, and
were 32%, 114% and 173% for C90, C150-NF and C150-F, both respectively. This logical
evolution corresponded to the continuous cement hydration process with time, and this
phenomenon gradually reduces capillary absorption. These differences were bigger in the
concretes with a lower w/b ratio (C150-NF and C150-F) and were, therefore, those with a
higher non hydrated cement content after mixing.

3.3. Oxygen Permeability Coefficient

The oxygen permeability coefficients (Kox) obtained at each test age and per concrete
type appear in Figure 11.
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The oxygen permeability coefficient data were like the results of the previously pre-
sented tests. Ocs (C30, C40 and C50) had values that were more than two orders of
magnitude over that for C90 and three orders of magnitude more than for C150-NF and
C150-F. The average values obtained for UHPCs were slightly below 10−19 m2, which is the
threshold set by the French Civil Engineering Association to define UHPFRC permeabil-
ity [138]. This same recommendation also establishes that the threshold at which concrete
can be considered very high-performance concrete (VHPC) is 10−18 m2, which is a similar
value to that obtained for C90, which is herein considered to be HPC.

The importance of studying this parameter lies in the fact that it is a good indirect
indicator of concrete durability. The reinforcement corrosion rate is associated with O2
availability in the cementitious matrix [112]. These results, along with those obtained from
the PAW and capillary absorption tests, allowed for the properties of the concretes’ porosity
to be clearly differentiated.

3.4. Chloride Migration Coefficient

The influence of concretes’ porosity on chloride penetration was studied using acceler-
ated testing (by migration) and unidirectional diffusion testing. In the former, penetration
occurred due to the potential difference, but the latter was caused by a chloride concen-
tration gradient. Figure 12 provides the results of the chloride migration coefficient in the
non-steady state (Dnssm) obtained for each concrete and per test age.
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As the results show, there is a close relation between these data and those obtained
when PAW, capillary suction coefficient or oxygen permeability were analysed. In this case,
the values for the Ocs (C30, C40 and C50) varied between 6 × 10−11 and 2 × 10−11 m2/s,
which was more than one order of magnitude compared to C90. The values of UH con-
cretes (C150-NF and C150-F) were two orders of magnitude lower, and came close to
1 × 10−13 m2/s, which was below the limit set by other authors (1 × 10−12 m2/s) for con-
crete to be considered to have very high durability [37]. Authors like Hooton et al. [140],
Byfors [141] or Torii et al. [142] have also identified the drop in chloride diffusion in con-
crete that takes place when silica fume is added to mixes. This is owing to the change that
occurs in gel CSH due to such action, which reduces porosity, above all in the aggregate–
cementitious matrix transition, and also increases porous network tortuosity. Other authors
have even demonstrated this using electron probe microanalysis [143,144]. In addition, due
to the high cement content used in C90, C150-NF and C150-F, the C3A content is high. This
cement compound reacts with chlorides to form calcium chloroaluminates. So, the content
of free chlorides in concrete is lower.

During the porosity analysis, it was impossible to establish clear differences between
concretes C150-NF and C150-F. Conversely, differences were noted when analysing chloride
penetration resistance. The obtained results indicated Dnssm to be between 5% and 50%
higher when steel fibres were included in mixes (C150-F). Other authors have also reported
this situation for accelerated chloride diffusion tests using UHPCs with and without
fibres [145–149]. Some studies point out that the interfacial transition zone of steel fibres
and the cementitious matrix is weaker (higher porosity) than that of aggregates and the
cementitious matrix, which slightly favours chloride penetration compared to mixes to
which no fibres are added [150]. Furthermore, the existence of fibres can lead to the
formation of fibre balls with pores inside them [151–153]. Nevertheless, the values obtained
in both concretes (C150-NF and C150-F) were well below the threshold set out for very
high durability (1 × 10−12 m2/s) [37].

3.5. Chloride Diffusion Coefficient

The chloride content of each of the samples extracted from the specimens exposed for
90 days to a 3% NaCl solution is presented in Figure 13.
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Both the followed standard [118] and the studies performed by different
authors [115,154–156] indicate that chloride diffusion in concrete is governed by Fick’s
second law of diffusion. Thus, for a given chloride content in relation to a given cement
I weight (expressed as %) at a certain depth (x) in meters and for an exposure period (t)
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in seconds, it is possible to calculate the Dapp coefficient (expressed as m2/s) according to
Equation (8):

C(x,t) = C0 + (Cs −C0) ×
[

1− erf

(
x

2 ×
√

Dapp × t

)]
(8)

where the error function is:

erf(z) =
2√
π
×
∫ z

0
e−u2

du (9)

Parameters Cs and C0 correspond to chloride content, expressed as % in relation to
the cement weight on the surface and before testing began. The C0 value was obtained
after analysing the specimens not contaminated by chloride exposure. The obtained values
were 0.03% for concretes C150-F and C150-NF, 0.04% for C90, and 0.09% for concretes C30,
C40 and C50. This content corresponds to that introduced by the raw materials used to
manufacture concretes.

The chloride content values on the surface (Cs) and the diffusion coefficient in a
non-steady state (Dapp) were obtained using least squares fitting in Equation (8) and the
experimental data of the chloride content at different depths are presented in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the Dapp value obtained in each concrete using the experimental data.
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The values obtained for concretes C30, C40 and C50 were between 6.9 × 10−11 and
4.3 × 10−11 m2/s. In concrete C90, Dapp was 1.1× 10−12 m2/s, which was more than one or-
der of magnitude lower. Regarding the UHPCs, the value for C150-F was 3.0 × 10−13 m2/s,
with 6.9 × 10−14 m2/s for C150-NF, which are four-fold lower. The tendency in the ob-
tained results was similar to that noted in the accelerated migration test. However, authors
like Andrade [157] have demonstrated that comparing both testing methods is unsuitable
because they involve different diffusion processes.

Notwithstanding, Dapp is a good indicator of the durability of concrete. Obtaining this
parameter allows for estimations to be made of the time needed for chlorides to reach rebars
at a given depth (concrete cover) and in a critical quantity (Ccrit) to trigger corrosion onset
under similar exposure conditions to those in the test. For this purpose, by considering
the Dapp, C0 and Cs data acquired from the tests performed on each concrete type, and
for a known cover (x = 0.02 m, corresponding to the cover of the specimens described
in Section 2.2.7), it is possible to deduce chloride content evolution (expressed as % by
cement weight) (C(0.02,t)) according to time. This is shown in Equation (10), obtained from
Equation (8):
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C(0.02,t) = C0 + (Cs −C0)×
[

1− erf

(
0.02

2×
√

Dapp × t

)]
(10)

Figure 15 shows chloride content evolution in relation to time for a 20 mm cover
according to the analysed concrete type.
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The critical chloride content for corrosion onset (Ccrit) to occur is an extensively studied
value. In the last 50 years, a considerable amount of papers with values for it has been
published [14,158]. However, no specific value for this parameter is found in the literature.
The different study conditions of each work or the methodology used to determine it
mean that the literature contains a wide range of proposed values, with values scattering
over two orders of magnitude according to [158]. Given this situation, many authors
take a value of Ccrit = 1% chloride content by cement weight to make estimations [159].
Accordingly, the graph in Figure 15 shows the interval from 0.75% to 1.00% of chloride
content in relation to cement weight as a threshold at which rebar depassivation takes
place. This has served to forecast the estimated period for corrosion onset to occur in each
concrete when considering a 20 mm cover. For concretes C90, C150-NF and C150F, the
intersection between the obtained curves and the threshold from 0.75% to 1.00% chloride
content by cement weight was much superior to the period study (3 years). Conversely
with concretes C30, C40 and C50, the time estimated during which corrosion onset would
occur was 36, 75 and 255 days, respectively.

3.6. Concrete Resistivity

Figure 16 shows the resistivity evolution during the monitoring process for the speci-
mens described in Section 2.2.6.

Once again, the obtained results evidenced large differences between the Ocs (C30,
C40 and C50) and HPC/UHPCs (C90, C150-NF and C150-F). The increased permeability in
the porous network led to greater conductivity and a reduction in the material’s electrical
resistance. Throughout practically the entire monitoring period, the values obtained for
concrete C30 were 30% lower than those obtained in C40 and C50, which coincides with
the results found in previous tests. Furthermore, the differences between C40 and C50 at
the end of the monitoring period were 8–10%.

The results obtained In concretes C90 and C150-F indicated similar values: between
750 and 1050 Ωm. These values came close to the threshold of 1000 Ωm established
by Baroghel-Bouny [37] to consider durability to be very high, and denotes a negligible
corrosion risk. According to the water absorption and capillary absorption tests, this is
attributable to much lower water porosity. However, a large difference was found between
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concretes C150-NF and C150-F. With UHPC, to which no steel fibres were added, values
exceeded 5500 Ωm, which were five-fold those obtained with the same concrete, but to
which steel fibres had been added. These data indicate that steel fibres increase material’s
conductivity because steel has negligible resistance to electrons’ movement, so they act
as linkage bridges between pores. As a result, fibre content increases, and they provide
the shortcut for the ionic current to flow more easily. Martinie et al. [160] also indicated
the influence of using small prismatic specimens in this test because of the fibre alignment
that takes place, which contributes to increased conductivity. In any case, although fibres
significantly reduce concrete’s resistivity, the inclusion of steel fibres does not prevent the
reference values that denote very high durability from being obtained.
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3.7. Corrosion Rate

For more than 3 years, follow-up was conducted of the corrosion rate of the 72 embed-
ded rebars in the six concrete types (12 samples per concrete type). Figure 17 shows the
average corrosion rate (VCORR) of the rebars embedded in the specimens partially immersed
in chloride solution. This figure also depicts the thresholds considered in Standard UNE
112072:2011 [161] to set the corrosion level according to VCORR values: VCORR < 1 µm/year,
negligible corrosion; 1 < VCORR < 5 µm/year, low corrosion; 5 < VCORR < 10 µm/year, mod-
erate corrosion; VCORR > 10 µm/year, high corrosion.
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For the first weeks, the corrosion rate values obtained in all the rebars were below
1 µm/year, which is the set threshold for considering a negligible corrosion level. This
trend continued throughout the entire period for the UHPCs (C150-F and C150-NF). The
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values at the end of the monitoring period were 0.18 and 0.09 µm/year, respectively. For
concrete C90, slightly higher corrosion levels were noted than for UHPC (from one- to
three-fold higher). In any case, corrosion remained below 0.33 µm/year at the end of the
monitoring period. These results coincide with the estimations found in Section 3.5, where
the depassivation of the embedded rebars was not expected in any of these three concretes
when considering the concrete cover (20 mm) and the study period (3 years).

The corrosion evolution In the OCs (C30, C40 and C50) was completely different.
Between 40 and 380 exposure days, corrosion increased in the rebars embedded in the
three concretes with values over 1 µm/year. In C30, this increase occurred on exposure
day 35. In concrete C40, values were over 1 µm/year as of 60 exposure days. In C50, the
increase took place as of 227 days. These data also coincide with the estimations made
using the unidirectional chloride diffusion test presented in Section 3.5 (Figure 15). When
the monitoring period finished (after 1095 exposure days), the corrosion rate in concretes
C30, C40 and C50 was 24.4, 18.3 and 8.2 µm/year, respectively.

These results demonstrate the corrosion performance of each concrete. However, to
quantify and compare each studied mixture, accumulated damage must be analysed. To do
so, by integrating the corrosion rate–time curve, the mass loss (∆mloss) that accumulated
during the exposure period was calculated in accordance with Faraday’s law (Equation (11))
as shown by:

∆mloss =
M

n× F
×
∫ VCORR

VCORR,0

VCORR

0.0116
× dt (11)

where M is the steel atomic mass (55.845 g/mol), t is the time in seconds, n is the number
of electrons released or acquired during the corrosion process (two for this case) and F
is Faraday’s constant (96,845 C/mol). Mass loss (∆mloss) was obtained as g/cm2 and
normalised by rebars’ working area (1571 mm2). Figure 18 presents the obtained ∆mloss
results.
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Figure 18. Estimated mass loss.

According to Equation (11), the accumulated mass loss in concretes C90, C150-NF and
C150-F was 9.5, 6.2 and 3.5 mg, respectively. These values can be considered negligible
values compared to those obtained for Ocs. For C30, the average accumulated mass loss
was 328.9 mg, 267.9 mg for C40 and 170.4 mg for C50. The excellent corrosion behaviour
of HPC, and mainly of UHPC, is due to their good resistance to chloride diffusion (no
depassivation took place during the whole study period, with VCORR < 1 µm/year), to
their high resistivity (ionic current intensity is much lower) and probably also to very low
oxygen availability (with an oxygen permeability coefficient between two and three orders
of magnitude lower). Conversely in Ocs, mass loss for the first weeks was slight (<10 mg in
all cases at 200 days). After 200 days however, an abrupt change in tendency occurred and
coincided with rebar depassivation.
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At the end of the exposure period, several samples of each concrete type were visually
inspected. On their surfaces, small microcracks were observed on the samples manufac-
tured with Ocs (Figure 19). No damage was visually noticed in samples C90, C150-NF
and C150-F. Superficial corrosion was only detected for the fibres in C150-F, but it had not
spread to inner fibres. Then, rebars were removed from specimens and were cleaned as
described in ASTM G1-03 [162]. Figure 19 shows the state that rebars were in after this
process. Figure 20 shows two SEM images of a rebar embedded in C50 with a moderate
corrosion level and another embedded in C30 with high corrosion level.

Figure 19. Test specimen inspection.
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Figure 20. SEM images.

The visual rebars inspection revealed pitting on the specimens embedded in concretes
C30 and C40. No apparent damage was observed for those embedded in C50. Despite
obtaining values over 1 µm/year, no pitting due to the incipient corrosion state occurred.
No damage was noticed for the rebars embedded in concretes C90, C150-NF and C150-F,
which coincides with the data acquired during monitoring periods.

By means of the SEM images, the formation of mixed oxide layers was identified,
where mainly ferric oxide (Fe2O3) and ferrous ferric oxide (Fe3O4) were found. The av-
erage thickness obtained in reinforcement with a moderate corrosion level was less than
4 micrometres. In the rebar embedded in C30, where the corrosion level was high, pits
were found and the oxide layer thickness in some areas was three-fold greater and exceed
15 micrometres.
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3.8. Summary of the Results

Figure 21 shows the results of the tests performed for the different concrete types at
28 days, except for the resistivity tests, for which the last value obtained at the end of the
monitoring period was taken; and the corrosion rate study, which considered the average
mass loss estimated at the end of the exposure period. As the baseline (value = 100), the
results obtained for the samples manufactured with C90 for each test were employed. The
graph included variations (%) in the results obtained for the other concrete types in the
semilogarithmic scale. This representation allows the improvements or limitations of some
concretes versus others to be graphically noted.
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As the comparative graph shows, in all the parameters analysed in Ocs, a significantly
more limited response was noted than for HPC (C90). In some cases, the difference
was more than one order of magnitude, as with the oxygen permeability or the chloride
resistance (migration and diffusion) tests. In other cases, variation was slighter as in the
PAW analysis, the capillary absorption test, or the resistivity study. The differences for
Ocs were scarce, particularly in the porosity analyses. Conversely, in other tests, such as
chloride diffusion resistance or resistivity, differences were larger and C50 offered the best
response. This situation meant better performance for C50 in the corrosion rate study about
the embedded rebars, in which depassivation took place later than in those embedded in
C30 and C40. Consequently, the accumulated mass loss in the rebars in C50 was 63% and
51% lower than in the rebars in C30 and C40, respectively.

Moreover, the UHPCs (C150-F and C150-NF) offered a slightly better response than
C90. In both cases, the maximum aggregate size was limited to 1.2 mm, and the w/b ratio
was lower than it was for C90 (0.32 vs. 0.13). This led to mixes being more homogeneous
and with less porosity than HPC. In the tests that centred on the porosity analysis (PAW,
capillary absorption, and oxygen permeability), the obtained results were one order of
magnitude lower in C150-NF and C150-F than in C90. The differences between both
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UHPCs in these studies were minimum. Conversely, the chloride migration, unidirectional
chloride diffusion and resistivity tests revealed a better response for C150-NF than for
C150-F. Additionally, the presence of metal fibres increases a material’s ion conductivity.
This resulted in lower electrical resistance for C150-F versus C150-NF (six-fold lower at
the end of the study period). On the contrary, when the response of both concretes was
analysed using the corrosion analysis in the embedded rebars, the average mass loss after
over 3 years of exposure to a marine environment was 3.4 mg and 6.2 mg, expressed as
C150-F and C150-NF, respectively. In both these concretes and C90, mass loss was negligible
because it was between one order and two orders of magnitude lower than in the Ocs.

4. Conclusions

This work analysed the corrosion performance of six different concretes in a marine
environment: three ordinary concretes (C30, C40 and C50); one high-performance concrete
(C90); and two ultra high-performance concretes, one without fibres (C150-NF) and the
other reinforced with steel fibres with 2% content of the total concrete volume (C150-F).
The obtained results allowed for the following conclusions to be reached:

1. In the HPC and UHPCs, water absorption and capillary absorption were between six-
and eight-fold lower than in OCs. In addition, the oxygen permeability coefficient
was two and three orders of magnitude lower in HPC and in UHPCs, respectively;

2. The non-steady state migration coefficient (Dnssm) and the apparent diffusion coeffi-
cient (Dapp) were one order of magnitude lower than for OCs. The values obtained
for concretes C150-F and C150-NF were almost two orders of magnitude lower, but
due to the steel fibres, the resistance to chloride penetration was somewhat lower in
C150-F than in C150-NF. In any case, the values obtained in both concretes were well
below the threshold for very high durability (1 × 10−12 m2/s);

3. Resistivity analysis evidenced differences among concretes. Ordinary concretes (C30,
C40 and C50) showed values close to 100 Ωm. Conversely C90 and C150-F reached
values that were almost one order of magnitude higher. In addition, a large difference
between concretes C150-NF and C150-F was found. With UHPC, to which no steel
fibres were added, values exceeded 5500 Ωm, which were five-fold those obtained
with the same concrete, but to which steel fibres had been added. These data indicate
steel fibres increase material’s conductivity and significantly reduce concrete’s resis-
tivity. In any case, however, steel fibres do not prevent the reference values denoting
very high durability from being obtained;

4. The corrosion rates of the rebars embedded in OCs after being exposed to a marine
environment for more than 3 years were high (>10 µm/year). In HPC, UHPC and
UHPFRC, corrosion was negligible (<1 µm/year). Regarding accumulated damage,
the mass loss estimated at the end of the study in the rebars embedded in C90, C150-
NF and C150-F was, respectively, 9.5, 6.2 and 3.5 mg. On the contrary, the values
obtained with OCs were two orders of magnitude higher: 328.9, 267.9 and 170.4 mg
in C30, C40 and C50, respectively.

This study demonstrates the corrosion performance of each concrete type exposed to
a marine environment and allows for a framework to be established to make comparisons
in future studies.
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